Revolutionary War (Battle Box)
Synopsis
Open the Battle Box for a totally interactive experience! Inside you’ll find a full-color, sixty-four-page book that focuses on the key battles of the Revolutionary War, along with strategic maps, reproductions of the Declaration of Independence and George Washington’s commission as commander-in-chief, copies of the stamps from the Stamp Act, and exact replicas of the earliest currency used by colonies - thirteen pieces of memorabilia in all. Like nothing else before it, Battle Box: Revolutionary War is the complete package, a treasure trove about the birth of our country.
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Customer Reviews
Picked this up for the kids as they are studying US history. It has 13 things in it including a book, exact replica money, maps , and historical documents (all replicas of course). Great learning tool!
Wish they made these sets for other parts of history.

We have three of these. We have lost the old replica coin, so get another one. I don’t consider this a waste as the documents are quite authentic,very hands on and stimulate huge interest in the Revolutionary War!We've now had to go to Virginia to witness site of Cornwallis’ surrender, and we've read more about the war in general.I wish there were similar boxes about other events!
Great for inquisitive 11 year-olds

My 5th-grade son and I have been doing an in-depth study of the American Revolution for several months. This box was a great add on to the other books we've been using. It wasn't that expensive, and anything that adds more visual impact to our lessons is a good thing. My son liked the Continental Currency coin. I added a Bicentennial quarter to the box, too. The book that is included has great pictures and was a nice complement to our studies. The book certainly is not as in-depth as our other books, but goes along well to reinforce what we've been learning.

My fourth grade students love it but so would adults.
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